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Parallelisation of Block MatchingMotion Estimation AlgorithmsM.K. Steliaros, G.R. Martin, R.A. PackwoodRR320, January 1997AbstractBlock matching motion estimation accounts for a high computational overhead inmost low bit-rate video coders intended for video-conferencing and multimedia ap-plications. Conventional �xed size block matching (FSBM) and more sophisticatedvariable size block matching (VSBM) algorithms are pro�led to determine how par-allelism can be applied to increase e�ciency. Three parallel implementations areconsidered: a homogeneous workstation network using PVM; a Parsytec Super-Cluster, 128-node T800 transputer-based MIMD machine; and a shared memorymultiprocessor, using a `threads' programming model. It is shown that signi�cantimprovements in computational performance can be made, even on commonly avail-able computing platforms. Using an MPEG-4 image test sequence, detailed evalu-ation of a POSIX-conformant threads implementation resulted in near-theoreticalmaximum speedups being obtained.
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1 IntroductionMost video-conferencing and multimedia video coding systems employ block match-ing motion compensation of the type originally described by Jain and Jain [4]. Thetechnique is relatively simple to implement, but remains the most computationallydemanding phase of the predictive coding scheme. This is especially true whenexhaustive searching is employed, the only method guaranteed to provide the bestmatch for each block.Recently, research e�ort has been applied to the development of more sophisticatedblock matching algorithms, to better represent `true' motion in the image sequence,and hence provide more accurate predictive coding schemes. While successful inthis aim, the new techniques invariably have increased the inherent computationalcomplexity. In most software-based video codecs, block matching motion estimationis implemented as a collection of sequential processes. Many of the underlyingoperations are repetitive in nature, and while this property has been exploited bysome application-speci�c hardware designs, little consideration has been given toparallel implementations on commonly available computing platforms.2 Block-matching Motion EstimationThe majority of predictive coding implementations use block-matching as the �rststep in the prediction process. A good match requires that the block in questionundergoes uniform translation and avoids overlap between portions of the image thatdo not. The underlying motivation for the whole process is that the improvementin prediction is signi�cantly higher than the cost of transmitting the motion vector.2.1 Fixed Size Block-MatchingThe �xed size block matching (FSBM) technique, has been used in a number ofcodecs (e.g. ITU-T H.263 [3]) and is currently proposed for the MPEG-4 videostandard [2]. The algorithm relies on partitioning the current frame into M � Nblocks (the block size usually1 being 16 � 16 pixels) and then calculating the bestmotion vector for each block:set best_error to MAX_ERRORfor y in [-rad, rad) in half (or full) pixel stepsfor x in [-rad, rad) in half (or full) pixel stepsset error to SAD(current, previous, offset by (x, y))if error < best_errorset best_vector to (x, y)set best_error to error1MPEG-4 proposes also an advanced prediction mode with a 8� 8 block size.1



The comparison criterion is based on the Sum Absolute Di�erence (SAD) betweenthe two blocks being compared:SAD = nXj=1 nXi=1 jcurrent� previousj;where n is the block size (16 or 8 depending on the implementation) and current andprevious are the pixel intensities in the current and previous frames respectively.
(b)(a)Figure 1: FSBM (a) & VSBM (b) motion vector structure for frame 5 of \Stefan".Figure 1(a) shows an example of how the FSBM algorithm operates in practice usingthe MPEG-4 video test sequence \Stefan" (Class C). In this example (frame 5) it isclear that although large portions of the background have the same motion vector2,the nature of FSBM does not allow for a way of describing this in the encoded videostream.2.2 Variable Size Block-MatchingFSBM, although simple to implement, is limited by the trade-o� between block size(which dictates the number of motion vectors) and prediction quality. Furthermore,it cannot make the step of choosing one motion vector for a group of blocks thatundergo the same motion.Proposals have been made to improve FSBM by using variable size block-matching2Motion vectors are denoted by line segments starting from the middle of each block. Theyindicate displacement in half-pixel steps relative to the last frame.2



(VSBM). Chan, Yu and Constantinides [1] describe a scheme in which relativelylarge blocks are repeatedly divided until a locally minimum error or the maximumnumber of blocks are obtained. Using such a top-down method may generate blockstructures that match real motion in an image. However, it seems that an approachwhich directly seeks areas of uniform motion might be more appropriate.We have described a bottom-up quad-tree based VSBM algorithm [5] [6] with acomputational e�ciency comparable to FSBM and yet providing better predictionquality.In a similar manner to FSBM, the algorithm partitions the current frame intoM�Nblocks using, however, a much smaller block size (4� 4 pixels). Then for each blockit creates a bit-set representing all motion vectors whose Mean Absolute Error)3(MAE is below a prede�ned threshold using the following algorithm:clear intersection setset vector_bit to 0for y in [-rad, rad) in inc pixel stepsfor x in [-rad, rad) in inc pixel stepsset error to SAD(current, previous, offset by (x, y))if error / (4 x 4) < thresholdadd vector_bit to intersection setincrement vector_bitwhere inc can be 0.5 or 1 for half or full pixel search respectively. For a searchradius of 2 pixels the motion vector bit-set might look like:-2 -1 0 +1 +2-2 0 0 0 1 0-1 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 1 0 0 = 0 00100001 00010000 00001000+1 0 0 0 0 0+2 0 1 0 0 0indicating that the motion vectors " 00 #, " 11 #, " 12 #, " �1�2 # are below the thresh-old. This bit-set can be packed in 25 bits (it is equivalent to 0x00211008 using aC long). Using such a representation, it is straightforward to implement all setoperations very e�ciently using standard bit operations.Having calculated the bit-sets for all 4� 4 blocks they are then merged four at timein a quad-tree fashion as long as their bit-set intersection is not empty using thefollowing recursive algorithm4:3MAE = SAD4�44The root size is 2n � 2n such that: (n > 0) ^ (2n�1 < S) ^ (2n � S), where S is max(M � 4,N � 4). 3



if node not nil # Termination conditionmerge node.top-leftmerge node.top-rightmerge node.bottom-rightmerge node.bottom-leftif node.top-left is leaf and # All children must be leavesnode.top-right is leaf andnode.bottom-right is leaf andnode.bottom-left is leafset intersection to INTERSECT(node.top-left.intersection,node.top-right.intersection,node.bottom-right.intersection,node.bottom-left.intersection)if intersection not emptyset node.intersection to intersectiondiscard node children # Turn node into a leafHaving performed all possible merging, the best motion vector for each of the vari-able size blocks is calculated. If the intersection set is empty the same algorithm asFSBM is used. Otherwise we need only check motion vectors that are members ofthe intersection set thus reducing the search time.In practice, all SADs are calculated in advance and stored in memory, to avoidunnecessary re-computation. Furthermore, the SAD of a merged block is equal tothe sum of the SADs of its children.Figure 1(b) shows an example of how the VSBM algorithm (using the same numberof blocks as FSBM) identi�es areas of uniform motion and merges them into oneblock, thus leaving a large portion of the block budget for areas with more complexmotion.3 Pro�lingPro�ling both FSBM and VSBM using the MPEG-4 video test sequence \ContainerShip"5 (Class A) with a 16 pixel search radius in 12 pixel increments, produced thefollowing results:FSBM - 94.5% of time spent on block-matching 16� 16 blocks.Average time per frame is 41:5s on a 50MHz Sparc.VSBM - 57.6% of time spent on block-matching 4� 4 blocks.21.4% on deciding which vectors should be included in the intersec-tion set.9.5% on block-matching �nal merged variable size blocksAverage time per frame is 94:0s on a 50MHz Sparc.5Tests used the central 256 � 256 portion of the CIF sequence (Y component only). The CIFsize sequence (352� 288) was obtained from the full size YUV sequence using the MPEG-4 down-sampling software (ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11/M1552).4



Although FSBM and VSBM block-matching should be directly comparable, theVSBM block-matching component (54:1s) is approximately 38% more time con-suming than FSBM (39:2s) due to the greater number of iterations (64� 64 block-matching operations compared to 16� 16 for FSBM with a 256� 256 image size).With the addition of the intersection algorithm to VSBM, plus the fact that it isexecuted 8 times (on average) in order to calculate the correct threshold, VSBM ison average 2.3 times slower than FSBM.4 ParallelisationThree parallel \platforms" were considered:� Homogeneous workstation network - using PVM.� Parsytec Super-Cluster - MIMD transputer (T800) based parallel computer.� Shared memory multi-processor computer - using a thread programming model.The trivial parallelisation method of distributing frames among processors is verywell suited to PVM at the expense of high latencies. Finer grain parallelisation(as described in section 4.1), although better suited to real codec implementations,carries overheads6 that make PVM implementations impractical.While the FSBM algorithm is easily parallelisable and implementable on the Super-Cluster either with PVM or through the native C compiler constructs, an e�cientimplementation of it's VSBM counterpart is very memory intensive as it requireskeeping all block-matching results in memory until the correct threshold is calcu-lated; an option clearly infeasible since each processing node's memory is limitedto 4MB (minimum average requirement being 32MB for a 16 pixel search radius inhalf-pixel steps). A less memory intensive implementation is possible (re-calculatingblock-matching information as needed) but is on average eight times slower thanFSBM. Since the Super-Cluster computing node processing power is limited whencompared to, for example, a 50MHz Sparc CPU7, such and implementation wouldrender the 128 processor Super-Cluster equivalent to, or slower than a 4 CPU Sparc20 workstation.With shared memory multi-processor machines becoming common, it was decidedto concentrate on the shared memory implementation using the POSIX conformantthreads programming model (pthreads) provided by the Solaris 5.5.x operatingsystem.6Setup and communication costs are too high for �ne grain parallelism.7A T800 (stack-based), will on average need 3 times as many instructions to perform the sametask as a 3 address Sparc CPU. Taking into account the clock speed di�erence, a 30MHz T800 canbe as much as 5 times slower than a 50MHz Sparc.5



4.1 Block Matching (FSBM & VSBM)Pro�ling indicates that the block-matching step amounts to 94.5% of the FSBMalgorithm complexity and 57.6% of the VSBM algorithm.Parallelisation is straightforward with four obvious solutions:1. Fine grain -for each blockfor each search positionnew threadblock-match2. Medium grain -for each blocknew threadfor each search positionblock-match3. Coarse grain -for 1 to nblocks / MAX_THREADSfor 1 to MAX_THREADSnew threadfor each search positionblock-match4. Very coarse grain -for each processornew threadfor nblocks / nprocsfor each search positionblock-matchIn the �rst three cases we rely on the operating system scheduler to distributethreads amongst processors, while in the last case the distribution becomes part ofthe algorithm. For a 256� 256 image with 4 � 4 blocks (typical VSBM example),the numbers of active threads required at any one time are:1. 4096� 64� 64 = 16777216 threads!2. 4096 threads.3. MAX THREADS (optimal depends on the number of processors).4. nprocs. 6



Clearly (1), although ideally suited to hardware implementations, is infeasible on ashared memory computer (16 million threads is more than the system imposed limitof 40968).Case (2) is a option but an implementation and test run on a 4 CPU machineindicates that scheduling 4096 threads is expensive in terms of scheduler overheads.Case (3), tested with a full 300 frame sequence on a 4 CPU machine (MAX THREADS= 16) achieves 85% CPU utilisation for FSBM and 70% for VSBM.Case (4) will guarantee the highest CPU utilisation so long as the thread life-timeis signi�cantly larger than (3). This implies that the thread will need to block-match multiple blocks in it's life-time making the programming model slightly morecomplex due to the need for some form of communication (either through messagepassing or shared memory).It was decided to implement case (3).4.2 VSBM overheadsIn addition to block-matching, a signi�cant portion of the VSBM algorithm is spenton generating the vector bit-sets and performing the block merge.21.3% of the VSBM algorithm is spent visiting each of the initial (4 � 4) blocksbefore any merging, deciding which motion vectors pass the threshold and can beused in the merging process. In the 256�256 image example this translates to 4096such operations which can be dealt with in parallel.A further 9.5% of the algorithm is spent visiting each block after the intersectionbased merge (the merge itself, only takes 0.75% of the total algorithm time), decidingon the best motion vector for the merged block. The number of blocks will be eitherthe same as FSBM (256 in our example) or less if we are matching the error [7] (theaverage depending on the sequence motion).Both these parts, accounting for a further 30.8% of the VSBM algorithm, are oper-ations performed on each leaf of the VSBM quad-tree structure.The quad-tree leaf traversal in itself only constitutes 0.26% of the traversal problem(0.08% of the total algorithm time). Hence, executing the quad-tree leaf operationsin parallel will parallelise a further 30.5% of the VSBM algorithm.8This is a Solaris 5.5.1 hard limit; other OSs may vary.7



5 ResultsAs we are only parallelising a certain portion of the problem, Amdahl's law applies,i.e. the speedup is limited by the sequential portion of the problem:S = 1F + 1�FN ; (1)where S is the speedup, F is the percentage of the sequential portion of the problemand N is the number of processors. Assuming no overheads the theoretical limit tothe problem can be calculated:SFSBM = 10:0547+ 0:9453N ( limN!1SFSBM = 18:3): (2)SV SBM = 10:1171+ 0:8829N ( limN!1SV SBM = 8:54): (3)These are only absolute maximum bounds. In practice, overheads are going to existso the maximum speedup will be less than the maximum predicted. This overheadcomes from \packaging" the partitioned problem, executing additional system codethat will create and synchronise the required processes and �nally scheduling theseprocesses.The chosen parallelisation method relies on the thread scheduler for load balancing.This method assumes the existence of enough threads active at any one time toachieve a high CPU utilisation, but not so many that most of the time is spent inthe scheduler.For the example used in pro�ling (41:5s per FSBM frame and 94:0s per VSBMframe), using a 4 CPU Sparc 20 (N = 4 in equations (2) and (3)) we can expectspeedups less than:� 3:43 for FSBM (� 12:1s per frame),� 2:96 for VSBM (� 31:8s per frame).As expected, the algorithm time (user time in �gure 2) remains fairly constantfor both FSBM and VSBM. System time however, which mostly takes the form of8
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Figure 2: FSBM & VSBM times for varying number of threads on 4 CPUs.scheduling, increases with the number of threads, the e�ect being more prominentwith VSBM9.Tests with varying numbers of threads on a 4 processor Sparc 20 indicate that 16threads (�gure 3) achieve the highest speedup10.
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of \Container Ship" (central 256� 256 of Y component of CIF sequence), producesthe following speedups:� 2:49 for FSBM (� 16:6s per frame),� 2:33 for VSBM (� 43:0s per frame).The deviations from the maximum (27% for FSBM and 21% for VSBM) are anindication of system overhead and a lower than expected CPU utilisation. It appearsthat the Solaris thread scheduler will not necessarily schedule a new thread on adi�erent processor; even if there is one available11. In our tests, for most cases, ahigh CPU utilisation was not achieved until after the �rst 10 frames.6 ImprovementsHaving identi�ed what appears to be a limitation of the Solaris thread schedulerwhen faced with multiple short-lived threads, it seems that using method (4) is theonly way to guarantee high CPU utilisation. Using as many threads as there areprocessors (each thread bound to a light-weight process) and keeping each threadactive for the duration of the algorithm will ensure the best performance at theexpense of a more complex programming model. The small number of threads willrequire manual load balancing in order to achieve the best possible CPU utilisation.In the case of FSBM, block-matching is the dominant part of the algorithm. Theremaining 5.5% of the measured time is spent on I/O and other setting-up tasksthat cannot easily be improved on.VSBM on the other hand has two distinct parts. Although the initial block-matching, similar to FSBM, cannot be improved, one would think that the thresholdcalculation/intersection based merge leaves room for improvement.Ideally the threshold should be predicted in one step. Previously we described such apredictor that produces, on average, the same number of blocks as FSBM [8]. Usingmatched error [7] should provide a good, prediction/control strategy with enoughexibility to keep the average number of blocks better than FSBM, while at the sametime removing the iterative element from the threshold calculation process. A onestep threshold prediction method would reduce the sequential VSBM average timeper frame from 94:0s to 69:2s12 on a single 50MHz Sparc and the parallel versiontheoretical maximum from 31:8s to 20:0s13 on four of the above (i.e. a 4 CPU Sparc20) making VSBM only 20% slower than FSBM.11It is possible to change the contention scope of a thread to \global" at the expense of it beingscheduled by the OS and not the threads scheduler.1294� (1� 0:576� 0:308)+ 94�0:3088 , assuming an average of 8 iterations per frame for thresholdcalculation.13 1S+ 1�S4 , where S = 94�0:3088�69:2 10



7 ConclusionWe have shown through algorithm pro�ling that both our bottom-up variable sizedblock matching motion compensation algorithm and the popular but less sophisti-cated �xed size block matching approach can be greatly improved in performancethrough parallelisation.The parallelised versions of the algorithms were evaluated using the MPEG-4 testsequence \Container Ship". Using a light-weight threads programming model, wehave achieved a 249% speedup for FSBM and a 233% speedup for VSBM over theirsequential versions on a 4 CPU Sparc 20, results which are only 27% and 21% lessthan the theoretical maxima for FSBM and VSBM respectively.AcknowledgmentsThe authors are pleased to acknowledge the support for this work from the UKEngineering and Physical Sciences Research Council, Grant No. GR/J79997.References[1] M.H. Chan, Y.B. Yu, and A.G. Constantinides. Variable size block match-ing motion compensation with applications to video coding. IEE Proccedings,137(4):205{212, August 1990.[2] MPEG Video Group. Mpeg-4 video veri�cation model version 6.0. InISO/IEC/JTC1/SC29/WG11/MPEG96/N1582, Seville, February 1997.[3] ITU-T Recommendation H.263. Video coding for low bit rate communication.Geneva, March 1996.[4] J.R. Jain and A.K. Jain. Displacement measurement and its applications inintraframe image coding. IEEE Trans. Commun., COM-29:1799{1808, 1981.[5] G.R. Martin, R.A. Packwood, and I. Rhee. Variable size block matching mo-tion estimation. In International Organisation for Standardisation ISO/IECJTC1/SC29/WG11 Document MPEG95/0334, pages 324{333, Dallas meeting,November 1995.[6] G.R. Martin, R.A. Packwood, and I. Rhee. Variable size block matching motionestimation with minimal error. In SPIE Proccedings of Digital Video Compres-sion: Algorithms and Technologies 1996, volume 2668, pages 324{333, San Jose,USA, February 1996. 11
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